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Courtesy booth clerk or courtesy clerk will bag and carry customers' purchases to 
their vehicles. Keep the store and surrounding areas clean and tidy.

EXPERIENCE

Courtesy booth clerk
ABC Corporation - 2000 – 2005

 Daily tasks include cash handling, domestic and foreign transfers, call
dispatch customer service, BSA (bank secrecy act) based transfers 
and cash .

 Verified checks before cashing, send and pay out money transfers, 
process bill payments and answer multi line phones.

 Followed the companys policies and setting a good example of 
customer service, selected as the new hire trainer.

 Provided excellent service to our customer, ensuring they come back.
 In charge of the stores accounts and reconciliations.
 Ensured all federal laws are met with money transactions Create 

Excel Spereadsheets in order to save time while doing repetitive 
tasks.

 Able to gain experience with cash handling and working at a fast 
paced environment.

Courtesy booth clerk 
Delta Corporation - 1993 – 1997

 Monitor Sweep Sheet log, Shuttle Check List &amp; Log, Injury 
Reports, and all other front end forms are up to date.

 Monitor shopping carts and ad fliers for customers.
 Discipline (including warnings, suspensions, and terminations) and 

encourage front end department employees.
 Supervise and train all front end employees, including safety.
 Notify Scan Coordinator of any incorrect price and items not able to 

scan immediately.
 Enforce all company regulations. Make sure everybody is wearing 

proper uniform, no eating at registers, etc.
 Enforce all government regulations for WIC, Foodstamps, Alcohol and 

tobacco sales.

EDUCATION

 High School Diploma
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SKILLS

Computer (Excel, Microsoft Word, and E-mail), fax and copy machine skills.
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